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Shallow, thermokarst lakes that develop atop permafrost are a prominent landscape 
feature on the Arctic Coastal Plain (ACP) of northern Alaska. The ACP is vulnerable to 
ongoing climate change and landscape modification, as thousands of thaw lakes and 
ponds are impacted by changes in temperature, precipitation, thawing permafrost, and 
human activity. Although summer in the Arctic is short, incoming solar radiation and 
lake evaporation are relatively high, and both factors play a significant role in the 
landscape water balance. Furthermore, lake evaporation is anticipated to increase as the 
ice-free season lengthens and water temperatures become warmer. To improve our 
understanding of these processes, we performed a multi-year energy balance analysis of a 
shallow, thermokarst lake near Barrow, Alaska. Timeseries of net radiation, Bowen ratio, 
and rates of heat storage in the water and sediments were used to calculate sensible and 
latent heat fluxes during the 2008-2010 ice-free periods. Results of the energy balance 
analysis show rapid lake warming immediately following ice-off (due to high insolation), 
followed by similar increases in sensible and latent heat flux. Lake evaporation averaged 
around 1.3 mm/day during the ice-free period, which is nearly twice the mean 
summertime precipitation rate of 0.7 mm/day for Barrow, Alaska. Daily evaporation rates 
ranged from zero to greater than 4 mm/day, while short-term and seasonal patterns varied 
significantly from one year to the next. Much of this variability was associated with 
changes in cloud cover, water temperature, relative humidity, and wind speed. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
“A lake is the landscape's most beautiful and expressive feature. 
It is Earth's eye; 
Looking into which the beholder measures the depth of his own nature.”  
~ Henry David Thoreau 
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Preface 
In northern high latitudes, the Arctic tundra characteristically has a landscape with 
high water content, where freeze-thaw (or “thermokarst”) processes shape much of the 
landscape and lead to unique seasonal hydrology. Most water in the terrestrial hydrologic 
cycle of the Arctic is contained in surface water, since thermokarst landscapes exhibit 
characteristics that impede drainage into groundwater. Northern Alaska, Alaska’s Seward 
Peninsula, northern Canada, and Siberia all have thermokarst landscapes. 
Shallow thaw lakes, or thermokarst lakes, are a dominant product of thermokarst 
processes. The Arctic is experiencing significant landscape modification as the 
distribution of thousands of thaw lakes change due to increases in temperature and 
decreases in the areal extent of continuous permafrost. Permafrost degradation in sub-
Arctic and Arctic regions has significant implications for the cycling of water and 
stability of the landscape and its ecosystems. Changes in permafrost often lead to 
infrastructure problems for Arctic communities (e.g. Barrow, Alaska), as well as those in 
the sub Arctic (e.g. Fairbanks, Alaska).  
The research described in this thesis examines the hydrology and surface energy 
balance of thermokarst lakes on the Arctic Coastal Plain of northern Alaska, with a focus 
on Emaiksoun Lake (near Barrow). Chapter one provides an introduction to thermokarst 
processes, Arctic hydrology, and climatological information for Barrow, Alaska. Chapter 
two presents an analysis of the energy balance of Emaiksoun Lake, including short-term, 
seasonal, and interannual variations in surface heat fluxes, such as evaporation. This 
chapter also includes a detailed methodology section, lake ice break-up / freeze-up dates, 
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and timeseries of meteorological variables for the study periods. A summary of results 
and discussion of directions for future research is also included.  
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Chapter 1 
 
Introduction to Arctic Climate and Hydrology 
 
The polar climates of the Arctic can be defined as the region of the northern 
hemisphere in which the long-term mean daily maximum temperatures do not exceed 10 
°C. Such a climate is generally characterized by an absence of trees (i.e., north of the 
“treeline”) and is typically found north of the Arctic circle (~66° north latitude). Arctic 
regions experience strong seasonal contrasts due to large variations in sun angle and 
length-of-day (e.g., ranging from conditions of “midnight sun” to 24-hour darkness). The 
cold, arctic climate leads to landscapes that are underlain with permafrost, while 
relatively warm summers with high insolation allow for seasonal thawing and the 
activation of thermokarst (or “freeze-thaw”) processes. Many regions of the Arctic are 
located on coastal plains, and the focus of this study is northern Alaska’s Arctic Coastal 
Plain (ACP). Locations that do not necessarily meet the above “criteria” for an Arctic 
environment sometimes still experience thermokarst landscapes and share similar 
hydrologic characteristics. These regions are often referred to as sub-Arctic or low-Arctic 
and tend to be more inhabited with human settlement than higher Arctic locations.   
The fall and spring seasons are often referred to as “transitional,” as rapid changes 
in energy distribution are experienced during the spring thaw and autumn freeze periods. 
During spring and early summer, most of the available energy goes into melting snow 
and ice, with energy being transferred between the land and atmosphere via latent and 
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sensible heat fluxes during summer. The landscape then freezes in the fall when the 
incoming solar energy can no longer balance the release of surface heat. In the Arctic, the 
“warm season” usually lasts 2 – 3 months, during which time the hydrologic cycle is 
most active and air temperatures are generally above freezing temperature. The “cold 
season,” on the other hand, can often last 8 – 10 months out of the year [Zhang et al., 
1996]. The extremely low winter temperatures in the Arctic result in an abrupt halt of the 
hydrologic cycle, aside from the slow accumulation of snow through the winter months. 
Some sublimation from tundra snow and sea ice also occurs, as well as fluxes of heat 
between the layers of snow, tundra, and underlying permafrost. Also, inland water bodies 
that do not freeze to the bottom during winter provide important ecological habitats and 
reservoirs of accumulated summertime heat. Arctic coastal plains are unique, in that the 
long, cold winters combine with thermokarst processes and the presence of permafrost to 
create a wetland landscape during spring and summer, despite the low annual 
precipitation that would otherwise categorize the region as “semiarid.” 
The most active component of the hydrologic cycle of Arctic coastal plains is the 
surface water component. At the onset of spring thaw, surface waters begin to flow across 
the tundra landscape in poorly organized runoff patterns. More water is present than the 
system can accommodate, and the excess water feeds ponds, lakes, and rivers, saturates 
the ground, and evaporates into the atmosphere. Throughout summer, surface evaporation 
is the dominant hydrologic process. Despite the relatively high summer evaporation rates, 
Arctic rivers supply 38% of the Arctic Ocean’s annual mean freshwater input [Serreze et 
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al., 2006]. Changes in the hydrologic cycle of tundra environments influence the global 
climate and oceans through the surface water and energy balances. 
1.1 Characteristics of Arctic tundra 
1.1.1 Thermokarst formations 
In general, landscapes with surface expressions created by near-surface 
groundwater are called regions of “karst topography.” The most common karst 
topography is the product of acidic water dissolving limestone, and this type of karst 
topography can be found in the continental U.S., China, Southeast Asia, Australia, Cuba, 
and Puerto Rico, among other places. Sinkholes are a common occurrence in karst 
topography because of the loss of material beneath the surface. A special type of karst 
topography that is often overlooked in karst discussions is known as “thermokarst” 
topography. This unique landscape forms from the melting of ground ice (rather than the 
erosion of limestone) in conjunction with the thawing of permafrost. Ground slumping is 
a common surface feature of karst environments. The greatest difference between karst 
and thermokarst features, aside from the formation process, is that thermokarst features 
are most evident at the surface while karst processes are often hidden beneath the surface.  
Subsidence of the landscape as permafrost thaws is the most prominent surface 
expression of thermokarst formation and is a common feature on Alaska’s Arctic Coastal 
Plain (ACP). These depressions fill with meltwater to create what are referred to as 
thermokarst lakes, or “thaw” lakes. Figure 1 shows a satellite mosaic of thermokarst lakes 
on Alaska’s ACP. The regular, elliptical shape, preferred orientation, and large number of 
thaw lakes are clearly evident. The lakes are elliptically shaped due to the persistent (and 
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strong) prevailing easterly to northeasterly winds that produce waves and circulation cells 
that penetrate the lake margins, thereby eroding sediment and elongating the lakes at 
roughly 50° to the wave approach direction [Livingstone, 1954; Rex, 1961; Carson and 
Hussey, 1962; Mackay, 1963]. This produces lakes that are oriented perpendicular to the 
prevailing wind direction [Black and Barksdale, 1949; Sellmann et al., 1975]. 
Thaw lakes that are within the zone of continuous permafrost have a fairly regular 
lifecycle [Hopkins, 1949; Britton, 1966; Billings and Peterson, 1980]. This lifecycle 
begins with landscape troughs (i.e., ground slumping) and low-center polygons 
(discussed below), both of which store surface water and generally have a lower albedo 
than the surrounding tundra (i.e., increasing the amount of solar radiation absorbed 
during summer). Once a thermokarst lake drains, its thaw bulb refreezes and the lifecycle 
continues as the landscape develops new low-center polygons to collect water. The lakes 
usually do not completely drain [Hinkel et al., 2003], although catastrophic drainage has 
been documented and researched [e.g., Mackay, 1981, 1988, Brewer et al, 1993]. 
Permafrost beneath small ponds thaws and this hastens thermokarst processes that enable 
ponds to grow into larger thaw lakes. As a lake deepens to become the lowest point on 
the landscape, it receives progressively more meltwater in the spring. It has been found 
that lake development is also associated with thickening of the active layer [Burn, 1997]. 
Thaw lakes often will drain due to bank overflow, coastal erosion, ice-wedge erosion, 
tapping, or headward stream erosion [Hopkins, 1949; Walker, 1978; Mackay, 1988]. 
Once a thermokarst lake drains, the deepest, thawed portion of the lake sediment 
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(referred to as a “thaw bulb” or “talik”) refreezes, and the lifecycle continues as the 
landscape develops new low-center polygons to collect water.  
Fluctuations in lake size are influenced by the hydrologic connectivity of the lakes 
and landscape, as well as the characteristics of a lake’s catchment, and variations in 
climate [Abnizova and Young, 2010]. For example, differences in the intensity of the 
spring snowmelt season and variations in summertime evaporation rates from one year to 
the next can affect a lake’s hydrologic balance. Wind speed and direction, wave action, 
and ice movement determine the extent of bank erosion, and vegetation along the lake 
margin helps to maintain lower ground temperatures [Black and Barksdale, 1949]. Lake 
depth plays an important role in lake thermodynamics and hydrology, particularly during 
the spring thaw period [Duguay et al., 2003]. For example, lake depth is an important 
determinant of ice-off dates for lakes shallower than 4 m [Sellmann et al., 1975]. Lakes 
on Alaska’s ACP that are deeper than about 2 m generally do not freeze to the bottom in 
winter [Brewer, 1958], and lakes that regularly freeze to the bottom (< ~1 – 2 m) do not 
develop a thaw bulb beneath the basin [Lachenbruch et al., 1962]. 
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Figure 1. Satellite mosaic of the western Arctic Coastal Plain of northern Alaska 
showing the vast distribution of thermokarst lakes. The boundary between the outer and 
inner coastal plain is noted by the dashed white line. 
Although thermokarst processes tend to be ice-destructive, processes that result in 
increased ground ice exist as well, and these processes act in tandem to keep the 
landscape in equilibrium. For example, the formation of ice wedges results in polygonal 
patterns atop the tundra landscape. In addition to polygons, these patterns can take the 
shape of circles, nets, stripes, or even steps. Such shapes are common on the surface of 
the Arctic tundra and tend to form on continuous permafrost in association with frost 
cracking and frost wedging. Frost cracks tend to be narrow at depth and wider near the 
surface, where water is relatively abundant and surface cooling is stronger. Melting of 
snow in early summer fills the cold frost cracks with meltwater that then freezes and 
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expands (at which point it becomes an ice-wedge). During winter, the ice wedge will 
generally crack, because ice has a lower tensile strength than frozen soil [Young, 1994]. 
As before, these cracks then fill with meltwater during the spring thaw, thereby making 
the ice wedge larger. This cycle of ice-wedge cracking in winter and filling / expansion in 
spring continues for years to develop ice-wedge polygonal patterns (Fig. 2). The type of 
pattern formed by ice-wedge processes is related to the slope of the landscape. Ice-wedge 
polygons tend to elongate and become more stripe-like as the slope increases. Low center 
and high center polygons can develop. Low center polygons are typically bordered by 
raised ridges, often with a narrow ditch between the ridges (Fig. 2). Contrasting 
vegetation between the low center of a polygon and its ridge enhances the polygonal 
appearance.  
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Figure 2. Photos of the outer coastal plain of Alaska’s ACP that show extensive water 
ponding (a), lake abundance and orientation (b), surface drying (c and d), and ice-wedge 
(or low-center) polygon formations (a, c, d). It is likely that the landscape in photo (a) 
had a connected drainage network at the time while photos (c) and (d) have disconnected 
subsurface and surface drainage. 
Although the discussion here has focused on the two most prominent features of 
the ACP’s thermokarst landscape (i.e., thaw lakes and ice-wedge polygons), there are 
numerous other unique landforms that result from thermokarst processes (such as 
“pingos,” which form after a lake drains). However, an in-depth discussion of all 
landscape features on the ACP is beyond the scope of this thesis. Additionally, there are 
a) b) 
c) d) 
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landscape processes that influence the cycling of water between groundwater and surface 
water (e.g., thawing of ice-rich sediment beneath lakes and rivers). Such topics – while 
important for thaw lake hydrology, particularly in regions of discontinuous permafrost – 
are also beyond the scope of this study.  
1.1.2 Spring runoff / summer evaporation 
Thermokarst formations, ice-wedges, and permafrost, all of which are spatially 
and temporally varying, result in unique hydrology for Arctic Coastal Plains. A frozen 
subsurface can impede drainage during above freezing months and overland flow is non-
existent during the majority of the year when temperatures are well below freezing. This 
results in a wetland during the short spring and summer and a surface like that of a 
cement floor throughout the long winter, once lakes and soils freeze and a snowpack 
grows.  
The majority of the time groundwater movement does not occur in the Arctic 
because of below freezing temperatures and permafrost at depth that acts as an aquiclude 
(inhibits groundwater movement). However, thermokarst characteristics of the landscape, 
primarily those triggered by thaw lakes, channels, and meandering rivers may introduce 
surface water – groundwater interaction. Pathways for either surface water to infiltrate 
into a groundwater system or that enable surface waters to become groundwater fed, lead 
to increased base flow of rivers. But most water is stored in the surface component of the 
hydrologic cycle, and as previously mentioned, surface water – groundwater interactions 
will not be discussed here. 
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The magnitude of excess surface water is greatest during the intensive spring melt 
period because the active layer is yet to mature and evapotranspiration (ET) is low. ET is 
low because plants are not transpiring yet and available energy is consumed for melting. 
Half of the amount of snow meltwater that is not accounted for as runoff was likely 
evaporated [Bowling et al., 2003]. It has been found that surface wetness is at an annual 
maximum immediately following snowmelt [Mendez et al., 1998], which results in a 
brief period of unorganized surface drainage. Then, for nearly two weeks after snowmelt, 
low-gradient Arctic watersheds may exhibit a connected drainage network. This is when 
the extent of saturated tundra in a watershed decreases most rapidly and it’s primarily due 
to drainage [Rovansek et al., 1996; Mendez et al., 1998]. After this point (i.e. throughout 
summer) the drainage network is disconnected causing drainage to become fragmented, 
which limits or delays the runoff response of the watershed to precipitation events, and 
surface wetness reduction is primarily due to evaporation [Bowling et al., 2003].  
Lake evaporation (E) persists from ice-off up until when the lake refreezes, and 
varies according to meteorology, while variability in tundra ET is influenced by plant 
lifecycle and soil moisture in addition to weather variability. In early summer, ephemeral 
ponds litter the landscape and low-center polygons fill with meltwater. It has been found 
that energy lost from a wet sedge meadow and shallow tundra lake is similar [Rouse et 
al., 1977]. However, by late summer the tundra is dry (see Fig. 2) and lake evaporation 
can be twice that from tundra [Mendez et al., 1998].  
There is an intimate link between physical processes occurring in the spring and 
summer seasons. During spring and summer, runoff and ET + lake E (or total E), 
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respectively, dominate the hydrologic cycle of ACPs. Total E determines the landscape’s 
surface storage deficit to be filled with meltwater the following spring, and the amount of 
runoff depends on the amount of storage deficit left at the previous summer’s end that 
must first be filled. Knowing the storage deficit, or available storage for water, allows 
scientists to partition the fate of meltwater into either storage or surface runoff (and thus 
river discharge). In other words, total E during summer controls the availability of 
surface water storage in thaw lakes, channels, and the active layer come spring melt of 
the following year. The storage deficit develops when evaporation is exceeding 
precipitation during the previous summer, and is also a function of the degree of moisture 
in the active layer. In the fall, when precipitation in the Arctic is at a maximum [Shulski 
and Wendler, 2007] and ET is shutting down, some of the surface storage deficit that 
developed over the summer (which will be carried over the winter) is made up, especially 
if there is late summer precipitation. But the remaining deficit must be satisfied before 
runoff begins the following spring [Bowling et al., 2003].  
Yearly potential evaporation for the coastal arctic, determined according to 
Thornthwaite’s classification, is estimated to be 20 cm [Patric and Black, 1968] and 
Kane and Carlson’s [1973] values of water loss due to evaporation and sublimation, in 
the vicinity of Prudhoe Bay, sum to near this potential estimate. Summertime evaporation 
and evapotranspiration account for the majority of this annual estimate. 
Lastly, Bowling et al.’s [2003] work focused on surface storage during years 1999 
and 2000 in the Putuligayuk River watershed on the ACP of Alaska, near Prudhoe Bay. 
She found that in 1999 and 2000 there were 124 mm and 87 mm of snow accumulation, 
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respectively, which resulted in a maximum 67 percent versus 48 percent of the watershed 
being inundated with water during spring snowmelt. This conveys the large extent of 
excess surface water on the tundra, but also lends to the observation that the Arctic 
environment may have high interannual variability. This presents difficulty when trying 
to predict how the Arctic may be responding to climate change. It is also possible that 
climate change is decreasing the predictability of Arctic processes. This study focuses on 
the physical processes during summertime at a thermokarst lake near Barrow, Alaska, 
and quantifies lake E for the ice-free period over three consecutive years.  
1.1.3 Influences of increasing permafrost temperatures 
Change in one variable, permafrost temperature, which has been found to be 
increasing [Romanovsky et al., 2007] has a profound influence on the hydrologic cycle in 
the Arctic and sub-Arctic. A thicker active layer in ice-rich permafrost regions has led to 
greater thermokarst formations and changes in drainage patterns, both of which influence 
surface and groundwater hydrology. It has been found that the loss of an impermeable 
frozen layer (permafrost) enables pathways to groundwater [Rouse et al., 1997]. In Arctic 
and sub-Arctic regions, an increase in fresh-water river discharge during low-flow 
conditions are attributed to recent thawing of permafrost thereby reactivating 
groundwater flow systems [Bense et al., 2009]. It has also been found that an increase in 
base flow of streams and rivers in the Arctic, due to thawing permafrost, can be expected 
even if air temperature increase levels off [Bense et al., 2009]. From a circumpolar point 
of view, groundwater storage has decreased in the Mackenzie watershed, is unchanged in 
the Ob watershed, and storage has increased in the Lena and Yenisei watersheds [Muskett 
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and Romanovsky, 2009]. These are the four major watersheds that drain into the Arctic 
Ocean. 
Lakes are releasing an increased amount of methane because of increased thawing 
at lake margins enabling the mobilization of inorganic carbon, which exacerbates the 
potential for global warming (i.e. positive feedback) [Walter et al., 2006], and the spatial 
distribution of thaw lakes is changing along with a changing distribution of permafrost. 
One report from western Siberia by Smith et al. [2005] shows both a decrease in lake 
number and size in the southern areas of discontinuous permafrost, and an expansion in 
number and size in the northern areas of continuous permafrost. 
Increases in air temperature cannot fully account for recent increases in 
permafrost temperature though [Osterkamp, 2007]. It is thought that variability and 
secular trends in snow cover may be part of the explanation of why permafrost 
temperatures exhibit a temporal and spatial non-uniformity. This adds to the complexity 
of analyzing climate change in the Arctic. 
1.2 Climatic characteristics of Barrow, Alaska 
The North Slope of Alaska is broken up into three climatic zones, the Arctic 
Foothills, Arctic Inland, and Arctic Coastal zones [Zhang et al., 1996]. The Arctic 
Coastal Plain (ACP) is a part of the latter zone and is in the Arctic climatic zone of 
Alaska [Searby, 1968]. The town of Barrow is situated along the northern coast of Alaska 
and is 15 km southwest of Point Barrow [Maykut and Church, 1973], the northernmost 
location in the United States. Climate measurements in the town of Barrow began in 1901 
[Shulski and Wendler, 2007] and a desire to understand the Arctic became popular in the 
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late 1960’s when interest in its natural resources rose. It has been determined that 
Barrow, Alaska’s climate records (e.g., surface radiation, air temperature) are 
representative of the western Arctic coastal zone [Maykut and Church, 1973; Stone, 
1997].  
In addition to the Barrow region, popular study sites on the North Slope of Alaska 
(NSA) are the Imnavait and Putuligayuk watersheds, areas along the Colville River, and 
Barter Island. Rivers (e.g. Putuligayuk, Sagavanirktok, and Kuparuk rivers) and wetlands 
(e.g. Betty Pingo wetland) within the Putuligayuk watershed are often studied because 
this is where the Prudhoe Bay oil fields lie. This watershed and the Colville River are 
entirely within the NSA; many other rivers’ headwaters are in the foothills of the Brooks 
Range. The ACP of Alaska is classified as an emergent portion of the continental shelf 
that has an area greater than 65,000 km
2
 [Carson and Hussey, 1962] and a low 
topographic gradient that slopes north of the Brooks Range. The ACP is 83% wetland 
[Hall et al., 1994], most of which is peatland [NWWG, 1988]. Thaw lakes and drained 
thaw lake basins constitute roughly 50 to 75% of the total land cover [Hussey and 
Michelson, 1966]. 
In 1973 Kane and Carlson, who primarily conducted research on rivers near 
Prudhoe Bay, published a report on hydrology in Alaska’s Arctic. It was reported that 
Arctic Slope precipitation increases to the east, snow is on the ground for nine months of 
the year, surface storage plays a dominant role in arctic hydrology, and lakes are 
important storage facilities. In addition to the thousands of lakes it was noted that greater 
than half of the coastal plain consists of wet sedge meadows, the rest of the ground is 
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covered with tussock-forming cottongrass, and vegetation does not exceed four feet. 
They also found that runoff peaks during spring snowmelt for streams that drain only this 
low relief area. The Barrow region is underlain by continuous permafrost, and permafrost 
distribution and temperature affect the hydrologic cycle, vegetation, and thermokarst 
processes / formations. During above freezing months the permafrost thaws, and this 
portion of the subsurface is called the active layer. Kane and Carlson [1973] observed 
that active layer thickness is 3 – 4 feet in Alaska’s Arctic but it is highly variable near 
water bodies and can reach hundreds of feet. More recent studies in Barrow have found 
that Barrow’s permafrost extends to a depth of greater than 400 meters and the active 
layer depth maximum reaches between 30 and 90 centimeters [Nelson et al., 1998; Hinkel 
and Nelson, 2003]. 
Coastal locations, such as Barrow, experience summers that are short and usually 
colder and more humid than areas inland, owing to the influence of the Arctic Ocean 
[Johnson and Hartman, 1969]. Proximity to the coast, low topographic gradient, and 
stunted vegetation (i.e., treeless) augments wind, thus locations like the ACP are usually 
experiencing windy conditions. The cryospheric component of the Arctic is especially 
important. Timing and extent of sea ice melt (i.e. ice retreat from the coast) affects 
coastal weather and energy distribution.  
It has been apparent for years that arctic regions are warming more rapidly than 
the mid-latitudes, and environmental changes are resulting. For example, in October of 
2009 the Barrow region experienced air temperature anomalies greater than 4 °C in the 
lower troposphere (850 mb) [Richter-Menge, 2010]; This increase in heat is impacting 
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regional weather patterns [Overland and Wang, 2010]. Lougheed et al. [2011] recently 
studied small ponds in the vicinity of Barrow and found that increasing water 
temperatures, compared to water temperatures recorded in the 1970’s, is greatest at the 
beginning and end of their “season,” which was roughly mid-June through mid-August. 
Characteristics of Barrow’s climate are briefly described below.  
Radiation – During summer, net SW radiation is large and positive and net LW 
radiation is small and negative, skewing net radiation to have small positive values. Net 
radiation is controlled by solar zenith angle and other factors (e.g., cloud insolation and 
albedo), therefore high-latitude locations experience large variability in daily net 
radiation [Hartmann et al., 1992]. Change in sun angle seasonally affects incoming 
shortwave radiation [Maykut and Church, 1973]. It has been found that greater than 50% 
of incoming solar radiation [Rouse et al., 1977] and net radiation [Mendez et al., 1998] 
goes into latent heat flux during the summer. 
Changes in cloud and surface albedos alter the type of feedback clouds exhibit. 
Clouds reduce net radiation in summer because they reflect and absorb incoming solar 
radiation, whereas in winter they insolate the surface. Net radiation for Barrow peaks in 
June, before snow- and ice-free conditions (e.g., for the adjacent ocean) provide ample 
moisture to the atmosphere for cloud development [Maykut and Church, 1973; Shulski 
and Wendler, 2007]. It is considered normal for arctic sea ice to reach its maximum 
retreat in September [Shulski and Wendler, 2007] and arctic fronts develop as sea-ice 
retreats and temperature gradients at the ice-water boundary persist. The prevailing cloud 
type in the coastal Arctic is low-level stratus. Low clouds contribute the greatest to net 
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cloud forcing on radiation [Hartmann et al., 1992]. Cloud cover is responsible for short-
term variations in incoming SW radiation and this is apparent in the net radiation data for 
Emaiksoun Lake.  
Shortwave albedo over the landscape strongly influences net radiation during the 
transition seasons because surface coverage (i.e. snow vs. exposed vegetation) rapidly 
changes [Maykut and Church, 1973]. Maykut and Church [1973] explained the evolution 
of landscape (i.e. tundra and lake) albedo through the seasons, and concluded that 
summer is a stationary period over lakes that average an albedo of 8%. SW radiation at 
Barrow is primarily diffuse rather than direct due to significant cloud cover and increased 
atmospheric moisture during the warmer months [Maykut and Church, 1973]. In Barrow, 
minimum (maximum) cloudiness coincides with the period of minimum (maximum) 
precipitation in late winter/early spring (late summer/early autumn) and 239 days per year 
have partly cloudy or cloudy skies [Shulski and Wendler, 2007]. August and September 
each average twelve days of fog, the lowest mean monthly sea level pressures, and the 
highest fractional cloud covers with 8.9 and 9.3 tenths, respectively [Shulski and 
Wendler, 2007].  
Air temperature – In Barrow the mean annual temperature is -12.2°C (for the 
period 1971-2000) [Shulski and Wendler, 2007]. Snow remains on the ground for 8 to 10 
mo yr
-1
 [Zhang et al., 1996], and the mean July temperature is 4.4°C (for the period 
1971-2000) [Shulski and Wendler, 2007]. The daily minimum temperature reaches 
freezing or below for 315 days out of the year in Barrow [Shulski and Wendler, 2007]. 
Above freezing temperatures during summer is an important characteristic in the Arctic 
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that lifts the “cryospheric lid” which separates the land and overlying atmosphere for 
much of the year.   
Currently, increasing April air temperature experienced in the Arctic has caused 
an earlier spring thaw over recent years, thereby increasing the intensity of the snowmelt 
period (because closer to the summer solstice) and lengthening the snow-free season. 
Nonetheless, the ice-free season for rivers and lakes is lasting longer and is expected to 
continue to lengthen with further warming of the atmosphere [e.g., Magnuson et al., 
2000].  
Wind speed – Windiness is a characteristic of the environment of Alaska’s ACP. 
The flat landscape (i.e., tree-less) and extensive coastline favors high winds. For Barrow, 
the mean annual wind speed is about 5 m s
-1
, winds can reach in excess of 13 m s
-1
 each 
month, and calm conditions are experienced for only 1% of the year [Shulski and 
Wendler, 2007]. The prevailing wind direction is east-northeasterly throughout the year 
but, on average, easterly winds prevail June through August and in July and August the 
occurrence of westerly winds increases slightly [Shulski and Wendler, 2007]. A diurnal 
pattern is experienced April through September. The position of the Beaufort High off the 
Arctic coast influences wind patterns and ocean circulation. 
Precipitation, snow, and ice – Recorded mean annual precipitation in Barrow, the 
majority of which falls as snow, is about 10.6 cm [Shulski and Wendler, 2007]. Although, 
this is possibly a low estimation because significant snow drifting prevents highly-
accurate measurement collection [Black, 1954; Benson, 1982]. Fig. 3 is a photo of the 
melting snowpack near Barrow, Alaska. Water evaporates and transpires, replenishes 
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unsaturated ground, may infiltrate to underlying groundwater systems, and flows 
overland to rivers and lakes. Zhang et al. [1996] found that, for the period 1947-1994, the 
last day with snow in Barrow averaged June 17 ± 10 days. However, on average, 
snowmelt is 2.3 days decade
-1 
earlier in coastal locations [Stone et al., 2002] and north of 
45 °N is 3 to 5 days decade
-1
 earlier [Dye et al., 2002].  
 
Figure 3. A photo taken in Barrow, Alaska of a snow fence during the 2010 melt season 
(early July). 
Maykut and Church [1973] noted that it takes two to three weeks longer for lakes 
to transition from snow- and ice- covered to open water. Considering these findings, a 
best estimate of when thermokarst lakes become ice free in the Barrow area is early July. 
During Brewer’s [1958] six year study (1950 – 1955) he noted that lakes in the Barrow 
area usually freeze over by September 15 – 20, and only once during six consecutive 
years did his study lake, Imikpuk Lake, remain free of ice until September 30. Like 
Emaiksoun Lake (this study’s focus lake), Imikpuk Lake is located near Barrow. Warmer 
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air temperatures, and thus water temperatures, can lead to a decrease in ice-thickness over 
winter. Under a warming climate, a shift from perennial ice-cover to annual ice-cover of 
Arctic lakes changes the physical processes that occur and it results in ecological regime 
shifts of lakes [Mueller et al., 2009]. Fig. 4 shows a photo of the Barrow area during the 
spring transition of the landscape from snow- and ice-covered to open tundra. Ample 
water is released from the terrestrial snowpack, permafrost, and thermokarst lakes. 
 
Figure 4.  A photo of the town of Barrow, Alaska in June of 2008 captured the difference 
in the landscape (and albedo) when snow-covered versus exposed ground, and nicely 
shows the landscape during its “transitional” spring period.  
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Chapter 2 
 
Summertime energy balance over a coastal thaw lake 
Energy balance processes of small northern lakes over summer are well 
understood [Stewart and Rouse, 1976; Rouse et al., 1977; Bello and Smith, 1990; 
Boudreau and Rouse, 1995; Gibson et al., 1996; Mendez et al., 1998; Spence et al., 2003; 
Oswald and Rouse, 2004]. Most of these cited studies were conducted at inland locations 
between 55 and 65 °N in Canada’s Arctic. Compared to Canada, significantly less work 
has been done on Alaskan lakes to quantify energy balances and E rates. Wetlands in the 
Prudhoe Bay area are well-studied [Rovansek et al., 1996; Mendez et al., 1998; Bowling 
et al., 2003] and lake E rates have been determined for certain years, however, these 
studies tend to be focused on describing runoff, storage, and total ET processes for an 
entire wetland complex or watershed. Additionally, it can be logistically difficult to 
collect data for the entire duration of a lake’s ice-free period in the Arctic, particularly for 
the period immediately following ice-off. Therefore, few studies have accomplished an 
evaporation analysis for the entire duration of an ice-free period. 
This study focuses on the variability in lake E and energy fluxes for a coastal 
thaw lake in Alaska across multiple timescales. In this chapter, fluxes of heat are 
estimated by conducting an energy balance of Emaiksoun Lake via the Bowen – ratio 
energy balance method (BREB). This lake is a small, shallow thermokarst lake located on 
the arctic coast of Barrow, Alaska and sits atop continuous permafrost. Three consecutive 
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summers (2008 – 2010) of energy balance results for the entire duration of the ice-free 
season are estimated in this study. The results section (2.4) of this chapter first analyzes 
the climate of Emaiksoun Lake during the “thaw period” of each year studied to explain 
the ice –off and –on dates employed in the study (Sec. 2.4.1). Then, a description of the 
climate of each “summer” and timeseries of meteorological variables are given to gain a 
general understanding of climatic similarities and differences between years (Sec. 2.4.2 
and 2.4.3). Daily (Sec. 2.4.4) and weekly (Sec. 2.4.5) timescale results of the energy 
balance are presented next, including lake evaporation and Bowen ratio estimates. A 
seasonal energy balance is also included (Sec. 2.4.6) and an analysis of interannual 
variability (Sec. 2.4.7). Emaiksoun Lake’s mass transfer coefficients for the turbulent 
fluxes (i.e., LE and H) were determined and a simple mixed-layer energy balance model 
was developed as well. This work is described under methodology (Sec. 2.3). 
Comparing the energy balance (EB) and evaporation results from this study with 
those from previous studies can be difficult when the lakes are positioned at different 
latitudes, in different geographic regions, and have differing climates and sampling 
periods.  
2.1 Site Description 
On the ACP the frequency of thaw lakes is greatest farther north, such as near the 
Barrow coast. As previously mentioned, the Barrow region is underlain by continuous 
permafrost. The lake studied here, Emaiksoun Lake, is located around 4 km south of 
Barrow at latitude 71.24 °N and longitude 156.77 °W. Emaiksoun Lake is 2.3 km long 
and roughly 1.0 km wide, has a surface area of 185.7 Ha, mean depth of 1.847 m, 
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minimum depth of 0.604 m, and maximum depth of 2.56 m. The lake is characterized by 
steep banks that descend quickly, within 5 to 10 m from shore, to a somewhat uniformly 
flat bottom that is roughly the same depth throughout (personal communication, K. 
Hinkel, U. of Cincinnati). Fig. 5 shows different views of Emaiksoun Lake. Jeffries et al. 
[1996] found that in the Barrow region 23% of the lakes are deeper than 2.2 m, 10% 
between 1.5 and 2.2 m, 60% between 1.4 and 1.5 m, and 7% of lake are less than 1.4 m 
deep, and in general, lakes near Barrow tend to be either 2 to 3 ft or 6 to 9 ft deep 
[Brewer, 1958].  
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Figure 5. A Landsat-7 image (a) of thermokarst lakes near the Barrow coast shows the 
elliptical shape and roughly N-S orientation of the lakes. Emaiksoun Lake is circled in 
black and a red star symbol denotes the Atmospheric Radiation Measurement (ARM) 
instrumentation site to the northeast. The shape of Emaiksoun Lake and abundance of 
drained thaw lake basins are evident in the aerial close-up (b). Dots denote the location of 
lake- and land- based instrument stations in (b) and (c) is a photograph of the lake from 
the southeast with the Arctic Ocean in the background. 
b) 
c
) 
a
) 
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2.2 Data Sources 
This study utilized three years (2008 – 10) of data from stations near Barrow, 
Alaska, and from a data buoy on Emaiksoun Lake (71.23 °N; 156.23 °W) (Fig. 6). The 
data buoy was deployed in the middle of the lake on July 6, 2008, 12:00 AST when the 
lake was estimated to still have about 25% ice cover. The buoy monitored incoming solar 
and longwave radiation, shortwave albedo, wind speed and direction, barometric 
pressure, air temperature, relative humidity, precipitation rate, surface water temperature, 
and water temperature at multiple depths. Two strings with temperature sensors 
(thermistors) spaced every 30-cm were attached to the buoy and weighted to the lake 
bottom. There was a thermistor at the surface (i.e., 0-cm depth) in addition to a surface 
temperature sensor pointed at the lake surface. The buoy was allowed to freeze into the 
lake year round to capture the critical freeze and thaw periods.  
Standard meteorological measurements from the instrumented buoy were not 
employed in this study due to data gaps and buoy motion, and the availability of robust 
data from our land-based station and the Atmospheric Radiation Measurement (ARM) 
Program. Therefore, measurements of air temperature, barometric pressure, relative 
humidity, and wind speed used in this study are from a nearby land-based meteorological 
station that we installed just south of the lake (Fig. 5b) and incoming shortwave and 
longwave radiation data, and at times wind speed data, came from the ARM Program site 
located in Barrow, Alaska (Fig. 5a). The nearby land-based measurements of 
meteorological variables were compared with over-lake measurements to confirm that 
this data satisfactorily represented the over-lake conditions. The buoy on Emaiksoun 
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Lake provided the required measurements of lake temperature and shortwave albedo. The 
albedo measurements provided data to calculate reflected shortwave radiation and aided 
in determining ice –on and –off dates. During summer, floats with an upper and lower 
temperature sensor were deployed in the lake and provided additional water temperature 
data. The over-lake data from the buoy filled gaps in the radiation and meteorological 
datasets employed in this study. More detailed information on data from the land-based 
meteorological station, instrumented buoy, independent water temperature floats, and 
ARM program are given below.  
 
Figure 6. HOBO land-based meteorological station (right) and instrumented data buoy 
on Emaiksoun Lake (left). 
Land-based meteorological data - Measurements of air temperature, relative 
humidity, barometric pressure, wind speed and direction, and 10-second wind gust speed 
employed in this study were recorded at our land-based meteorological station, called 
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“met station” (Onset 4-channel HOBO Micro Station Data Logger, H21-002). This met 
station recorded measurements instantaneously on the top of each hour. It was the 2008 
land-based measurements that were compared with those from Emaiksoun Lake’s data 
buoy (analysis not shown) to indicate that the land-based measurements are suitable for 
assessing the meteorological conditions at Emaiksoun lake. The met station also collected 
solar radiation measurements and these were used to fill gaps in the solar radiation data 
we employed from the ARM program.  
These data are used for the entirety of the ice-free period for summers 2008 and 
2009, and in 2010 from ice-off until August 26, when the station ceased operation. 
However, wind speed and direction data were not available at all during the summer of 
2010, therefore these variables were obtained from the ARM program’s MET datastream. 
ARM uses a Vaisala WS425 ultrasonic wind sensor (resolution of 0.1 m s
-1
), mounted at 
10 m, and reports an average wind speed and direction every 1 minute from data 
collected every second. Wind speed from the land-based station and ARM site were 
compared. Wind speed at the ARM site (located ~10 km NE of the lake) was found to be 
usually greater than at our met station site. As a result, the wind speed data used from 
ARM in 2010 was adjusted based off the linear relationship between wind speed 
measurements collected the previous two summers at the ARM site and our met station 
site. 
Atmospheric Radiation Measurement (ARM) Program radiation data - Incoming 
shortwave and longwave radiation data from ARM’s QCRAD1LONG Value Added 
Product datastream was employed for the entire study to eliminate uncertainty introduced 
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in the values recorded over Emaiksoun Lake, as the buoy was often under turbulent 
conditions. The QCRAD1LONG datastream reports measurements collected by a 
Precision Spectral Pyranometer (Eppley Model V1 ventilator) and a Precision Infrared 
Radiometer. Data are 1-minute resolution and have been processed through ARM’s 
quality control procedures (for more information: http://www.arm.gov/data/vaps/qcrad). 
We averaged the data to hourly, disregarding hours that had less than seventy-five 
percent of its one-minute values. Missing hours of incoming shortwave were filled with 
radiation data from our met station and missing incoming longwave was filled by simple 
linear interpolation. 
Albedo data – Hourly outgoing (i.e., upwelling) shortwave radiation data 
collected over the lake was divided by incoming shortwave radiation data from the ARM 
Program (described in the previous paragraph) to estimate hourly shortwave albedo. 
Hourly outgoing shortwave radiation data collected over the lake was also divided by 
incoming shortwave radiation data collected over the lake to provide another estimate of 
hourly shortwave albedo. These albedo estimates, determined using radiation data from 
the instrumented buoy and from the ARM Program, were available for 22 days or 528 
hours immediately after the buoy was deployed on July 6, 2008. These datasets were then 
compared and a daily constant shortwave albedo of 8.2% was determined.  
Water temperature data - Water temperature datasets were developed by utilizing 
data from HOBO thermistors suspended on three anchored strings (two from the base of 
the buoy and one independent float), an Apogee infrared radiometer (precision of 0.2 °C) 
on the buoy that points down at the water to radiometrically derive the temperature of the 
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surface (i.e. a temperature sensor for longwave radiation; called “TargTemp”), and a 
temperature sensor located inside the buoy’s hull (called “PanelTemp”).  Data collected 
by the HOBO thermistors were set to a 20-minute average recording interval and the 
Apogee sensor (and all other instruments on the buoy) collected average hourly data. The 
independent float had an upper and lower temperature sensor; the upper used a HOBO 
Pro V2 water temperature logger U22-01 (precision of 0.02 °C) and the lower a Solinst or 
HOBO water level logger (both with a precision of 0.1 °C) because both water 
temperature and pressure was being recorded at the lower level. 
Sediment temperature and sediment thermal conductivity data - Stakes equipped 
with HOBO temperature sensors were inserted into the sediment at different lake depths 
to obtain sediment temperature profiles and sediment-lake temperature gradients. Each 
stake had an upper and lower temperature sensor, spaced 30 centimeters apart. Stakes 
were installed on the lake’s east and west sides at 1.0 m, 1.5 m, and 2.0 m, at 50 cm on 
the west side, and at 2.4 m, the deepest part of the lake. Data from stakes installed in 50 
cm and 1 m of water on the west side of the lake were analyzed during the calculation of 
sediment heat flux for this lake’s energy balance. A total of thirty-two measurements of 
sediment thermal conductivity (k) were made, eight of which were on August 19, 2008 
where the sediment temperature stakes were installed. All other measurements were made 
along the perimeter of the lake in about 1 m deep water on July 3, 2010 during a hike 
around the lake. The data are highly variable as soils are dark and mucky to the north and 
sandy to the south. After including twenty-eight of the thirty-two samples, a median k 
value of 0.851 was determined and employed in this study.  
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2.3 Methodology 
2.3.1 Energy balance equation 
The energy balance equation can be written as 
Rn – LE – H = S      (1) 
where Rn is net radiation, LE and H are latent and sensible heat fluxes, respectively, and 
S is the sum of the rates of heat storage in the water (Sw) and underlying sediments (Ss). 
The sign convention in Eq. 1 is chosen such that positive sensible and latent heat fluxes 
(directed “away” from the lake surface) lead to lake cooling, while positive Rn is 
associated with lake warming. When the lake is storing heat (i.e., warming up) Sw is 
positive (negative when the lake is losing heat as a result of radiative, sensible, and/or 
evaporative heat fluxes) and when energy is being transferred to the underlying sediments 
Ss is positive (negative when the sediments are releasing heat into the lake). This 
convention is chosen because of the typical behavior of lakes, in which H and LE usually 
take heat away from the lake (e.g., condensation is not common), while Rn, Ss, and Sw 
often vary in sign (e.g., diurnally or seasonally). Fig. 7 illustrates this sign convention.  
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Figure 7. Diagram of energy balance sign convention. 
Sensible heat flux can be written in terms of the Bowen ratio (B) and the latent 
heat flux (i.e., H = B·LE). Combining this with Eq. 1 leads to 
LE = (Rn – S) / (1 + B).    (2) 
Calculation of evaporation rate using Eq. 2 requires the measurement of: 1) air 
temperature, wind speed, water surface temperature, relative humidity, and atmospheric 
pressure to calculate the Bowen ratio, 2) lake temperature at various depths from the lake 
surface to its maximum depth to calculate Sw, 3) lake sediment temperature (and thermal 
conductivity) at two or more depths to calculate Ss, and 4) incoming and outgoing solar 
and longwave radiation to calculate Rn.    
The Bowen ratio is calculated according to dos Reis and Dias [1998] 
Rn – LE – H = S 
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where  is atmospheric pressure,  is the specific heat of air at constant pressure, 
0.622 is the ratio of the molecular weight of water vapor to dry air, LV is the latent heat of 
vaporization, U is wind speed, Ts is water surface temperature, Ta is air temperature, s is 
the saturation vapor pressure, RH is relative humidity, and overbars indicate temporal 
averaging. Multiplying RH by s(Ta) yields the actual vapor pressure of the air, ea. Eq. 3 
is a modified version of Bowen’s original relationship between H and LE [Bowen, 1926], 
in that it also takes into account cross correlations between wind speed and 
temperature/humidity gradients (which are often ignored, allowing U to drop out of Eq. 
3). Eq. 3 says that H and LE are driven by wind speed multiplied by vertical temperature 
gradient (ΔT) and wind speed multiplied by vertical vapor pressure gradient (Δe), 
respectively. 
Net Radiation Term – Incoming shortwave (RSW↓) and longwave (RLW↓) radiation 
data from the ARM site in Barrow are used as the primary source for incoming radiation 
data. (As noted earlier, similar data is also available from the buoy, but with less 
reliability due to tilting of the buoy radiometers in windy conditions, as well as data gaps 
due to power failure, primarily in 2009 and 2010.) Outgoing shortwave radiation is 
calculated as the product of RSW↓ and lake surface shortwave albedo (αsw; determined to 
be 8.2% - see Sec. 2.2 Data sources), which was continuously measured on Emaiksoun 
Lake during the first few weeks of the buoy deployment (in 2008). Outgoing longwave 
radiation is the sum of the reflected incoming longwave radiation and the radiation 

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c pa
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emitted by the lake surface, which is calculated using the Stefan-Boltzmann relationship 
(RLW↑ = εσTs
4, where ε = 0.97 is the emissivity of the water surface, σ = 5.67 × 10-8 
W/m
2
/K
4
 is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant, and Ts is the surface temperature of the lake). 
Net radiation can, therefore, be calculated as  
Rn = RSW↓(1 – αsw) + RLW↓(1 – αlw) - RLW↑,   (4) 
where αlw is the longwave albedo of water (assumed constant at 0.03). 
Heat Storage Term – Sediment heat flux, Ss, is calculated as 
Ss = k·(ΔT/Δz)    (5)  
where k = sediment thermal conductivity (in W/m·K; k = 0.851 for Emaiksoun Lake, see 
Sec. 2.2 Data sources) and ΔT/Δz is the temperature gradient over a chosen vertical 
thickness of the lake’s underlying sediment. In the Ss calculation for Emaiksoun Lake ΔT 
is the temperature gradient between the lake bottom (i.e., the isothermal temperature of 
the lake) and underlying permafrost (permafrost temperature was assumed to be 0 °C) 
and Δz is the estimated depth to permafrost, which was unknown. To estimate Δz for the 
lake’s Ss term, the heat storage rate of sediments beneath the lake was calculated using 
our measurements of sediment temperature (Δz = 30 cm). Sediment temperature data was 
only available for the end of summer 2008 and beginning of summer 2009 (see Data 
Sources section). The top plot in Fig. 8 shows a polynomial line fit to estimated depths to 
permafrost in order to determine an equation that estimates depth to permafrost 
throughout the summer. The bottom plot in Fig. 8 displays the modeled and observed Ss. 
The largest partitioning of heat into the lake’s underlying sediment occurs shortly after 
ice-off thus active layer deepening is most pronounced during roughly the first half of the 
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ice-free period. Daily estimates of heat flux into (positive sign convention) Emaiksoun 
Lake’s sediments reached a maximum of about 28 W m-2 within a few days of ice-off in 
2008 and 2009, while 2010 did not warm considerably until 16 days after ice-off.     
 
Figure 8. Top timeseries displays a polynomial fit to estimated depths to permafrost for 
part of summers 2008 and 2009, which was employed to estimate the heat storage rate of 
the sediments. Active layer thicknesses between 30 and 70 cm were observed. Bottom 
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timeseries shows the modeled and observed sediment heat storage rates. During summer, 
the underlying permafrost is thawing (values > 0 in bottom plot), i.e., the lake is 
continuously heating the sediments. 
The heat storage rate in the water column is calculated as 
Sw = ΔS/Δt = ρw·cpw·(Δ[T]/Δt)·z,   (6) 
where ρw (cpw) is the density (specific heat) of water, Δ[T] is the temporal change in 
volume-weighted, vertically-averaged water temperature, z is the mean depth of the lake, 
and Δt is a change in time long enough to resolve robust changes in lake temperature 
(usually 1-2 weeks). Emaiksoun Lake is shallow and well-mixed (i.e., isothermal) 
throughout the summer due to persistent (and generally strong) northeasterly winds. Thus 
[T] does not need to be volume-weighted according to lake stratification and 
morphometry and can simply be calculated as the arithmetic mean of the lake 
temperature at depth. (In fact, even one, single thermistor could be used because of the 
intense vertical mixing, but averaging across multiple depths helps to reduce 
measurement noise.) Constants used in Eq. 6 are z = 1.89 m (from K. Hinkel, personal 
communication), ρw = 1000 kg/m
3
, and cpw = 4200 J/kg·K. 
 Fig. 9 displays five-day running means of Sw, Ss, and Rn. The pattern of Sw and Ss 
are similar although Ss lags behind Sw slightly because the sediments do not immediately 
respond to a change in heat content of the lake and the Ss curve is smoother because the 
underlying permafrost temperature is always zero for the calculation of Ss in this study. 
The magnitudes of the heat storage terms are significantly different with Sw >> Ss, 
therefore, summing these heat storage rates results in a curve similar to that of Sw. Also, 
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as seen in Fig. 8, the rate of sediment warming is greatest during the first half of the 
summer. Net radiation is included in Fig. 9 to illustrate that the seasonal decline in Sw 
follows that of Rn, however, the Sw term is more variable than Rn because of the 
influence of the turbulent fluxes, LE and H (discussed later).  
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Figure 9. Summertime fluxes of net radiation (Rn) and heat storage rates of the lake (Sw) 
and underlying sediments (Ss) are presented as five-day running means. The response of 
the sediments to a change in water temperature lags by a few days, and changes in both 
net radiation and air temperature are reflected in the lake’s heat storage term.  
5-day running mean of heat storage  
rates and net radiation 
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2.3.2 Mass-transfer method 
  The mass transfer technique of calculating LE and H was compared to the more 
accurate BREB method for a daily timescale. Fig. 10 shows a scatterplot of BREB LE 
versus U(es-ea) and BREB H versus U(Ts-Ta). The methods agree quite well, having an 
R
2
 value of 0.9 for both LE and H. Mass transfer estimates of the turbulent fluxes are 
determined by multiplying the product of wind speed and vertical gradient by a specific 
coefficient. A separate coefficient is necessary for LE and for H, and is developed here 
by regressing mass transfer estimates (without the coefficient) with BREB estimates (Fig. 
10). Slope of the line is the respective coefficient and to conclude the best value outliers 
were removed and the line was fit through zero. Fig. 10 shows that Emaiksoun Lake’s 
mass transfer coefficients to calculate LE and H for the ice-free period are 35.293 Wm
-
3
skPa
-1
 and 2.3030 Wm
-3
s°C-1, respectively. These coefficients incorporate 
characteristics of the lake such as area and depth, and position of the lake (e.g., latitude). 
These factors influence the magnitudes of the turbulent fluxes because, for example, the 
influence of advection on a lake’s climate depends on lake size. And net radiation, which 
contributes much of the energy for the physical processes that occur depends on location 
and season. 
Outliers were determined by applying the criteria that any energy balance result 
having an absolute anomaly greater than 30 W m
-2
 is considered an inaccurate 
calculation. Linear regression equations that were not fit through zero (not shown) were 
utilized to determine “normal” LE and H values and were the basis for deeming BREB 
estimated values to be too anomalous. Applying this criterion resulted in eleven outlier 
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days for LE and nine for H. This method served as a simple way to quality control BREB 
LE and H estimates and mass transfer estimates of LE and H were employed on these 
days. Consequently, on these days the Sw term was quantified as the residual of the 
energy balance equation rather than being calculated.  
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Figure 10. Top and bottom plots show the relationship between mass-transfer and Bowen 
ratio – energy balance methods of estimating latent (LE) and sensible (H) heat fluxes. 
The flux calculations agree very well (high R
2
 values). Slope of the line indicates the 
coefficient for calculating LE or H for Emaiksoun Lake using the mass-transfer 
technique. Data shown are daily, outliers have been omitted (see text in Sec. 2.3.2), and 
the entire ice-free period for 2008 and 2009 is included, and through August 26 during 
summer 2010 (the date through which all observational data are available).  
Emaiksoun Lake’s LE and H coefficients are likely applicable to similar lakes in 
the Barrow area. Only wind speed, relative humidity, and vertical temperature gradient 
data from over other lakes are then needed to calculate mass transfer method estimates of 
lake evaporation. Considering the high density of thaw lakes in areas of the circum-
Arctic, it is useful to develop mass transfer coefficients when the required data is 
available such as in this study. Methodologically speaking, in this study these coefficients 
were also desired for employment in a simple mixed-layer energy balance model that was 
developed to estimate water temperature during summer. 
2.3.3 Mixed-layer energy balance model 
 Emaiksoun Lake and numerous similar lakes on the ACP are relatively simple to 
model in summertime because they are well-mixed and shallow. Recall from the data 
sources section (2.2) that observational data are currently not available from our land-
based Met station or data buoy for the last month of summer 2010’s ice-free period. 
However, the ARM data site collects, in addition to precision radiation measurements, 
the meteorological variables (e.g., air temperature, relative humidity, wind speed). By 
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utilizing these data (ARM’s incoming shortwave and longwave radiation and 
meteorological variables) and results from this study (e.g., mass-transfer coefficients for 
LE and H), a simple mixed-layer model was developed to estimate water temperature and 
the energy balance on a daily timescale. The model is driven with the aforementioned 
climate data. Model parameters and boundary conditions include an initial water 
temperature, mass-transfer LE and H coefficients, lake depth and albedo, and sediment 
thickness. Water temperature is estimated by arranging the model to solve for Δ[T] in the 
Sw (see Eq.6) term of the energy balance equation, and then that yielded daily change in 
water temperature is added to the initial water temperature, to get the next day’s water 
temperature. The model then utilizes its estimate of water temperature to complete the 
energy balance calculations; this includes mass-transfer method estimates of LE and H, 
heat storage rate of the lake’s water (Sw) and underlying sediments (Ss), and longwave 
(LW) radiation emitted from the lake surface to complete the calculation of net radiation 
(Rn). Please see the methodology section for the energy balance equations that require 
water temperature (Ts).  
  Fig. 11 shows the observed (dotted lines called “Obs.”) and modeled (solid lines 
called “Mod.”) water temperatures and notes where observations ended. After this date, 
the modeled water temperature dataset was utilized in this BREB study. The model 
performed very well compared to the observations. There is one period around August 
16, 2008 that the model and observations clearly do not agree. This is, in fact, a period of 
potentially unreliable data in the observed dataset due to gap filling via temperature 
proxies and linear interpolation. However, a strong agreement between the datasets is 
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evident in Fig. 12, a scatterplot of observed versus modeled water temperature that has a 
high R
2
 of 0.985 and a reasonable RMSE of 0.396 °C. The “questionable” period of 
observed water temperatures during mid-August in 2008 are visible in the scatterplot as a 
cluster of around 5 – 8 data points above the fit-line. The scatterplot is of only the ice-free 
days, which extends up until Aug. 29 for year 2010. Emaiksoun Lake probably developed 
a layer of ice on Sep. 26 in 2010, when the water temperature reached freezing (Fig. 11), 
which was previously unknown. This is a useful result from the model, and was used as 
the ending date for 2010’s ice-free period. 
 
Figure 11. Daily average observed (dotted lines) and modeled (solid lines) water 
temperatures for the ice-free periods from 2008 – 10. A simple 1-D mixed layer model, 
requiring climatic inputs, lake characteristics (e.g. depth, albedo, mass-transfer 
coefficients), and an initial water temperature, was employed to estimate the lake’s water 
Observed water temp data ended 
8/29/2010 
Modeled ice-off date in 2010 is 
9/26 
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temperature. The last month of 2010’s ice-free period energy balance study utilized 
modeled water temperature data, and the year’s ice-on date in September was determined 
by the estimated water temperature data. 
 
Figure 12. Observed versus modeled daily water temperatures for the ice-free summers 
agree well (R
2
 = 0.985) and have an RMSE of 0.396 °C. 
The focus for developing the model was to accurately estimate water temperature 
for Emaiksoun Lake in order to calculate roughly the last month of summer 2010’s 
energy balance via the BREB method, the primary methodology for this study. A 
comparison of the modeled energy balance and the BREB results is saved for later work. 
Further research in applying the mass transfer coefficients to calculate turbulent fluxes 
over similar lakes is also saved for another study.  
2.4 Results 
2.4.1 Lake ice break-up / freeze-up dates 
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In this study, it was determined that Emaiksoun Lake’s ice-free season began on 
July 7, 10, and 14 during summers 2008, 2009, and 2010, respectively. In 2008, the ice 
break-up period was observed and our instrumented buoy was deployed at the center of 
the lake on July 7, when it was estimated to be 75% ice-free. The date of ice-off for 
summers 2009 and 2010 was determined by analyzing water column temperatures. 
During the melt period, lake water was warmer than the remaining lake ice thereby 
contributing heat for melting. It was observed in both 2009 and 2010 that by the time the 
lake became isothermal (i.e., completely ice-free) the water was about 3°C and then 
rapidly warmed; Therefore, these criteria determined ice-off dates for these years. 
Penetrating solar radiation and above freezing air temperatures drive ice melt and may 
warm the lake’s unfrozen water. Later in spring / early summer when lake ice is thin and 
likely floating around in chunks, wind can hasten ice break-up and condensational 
heating may also help melting. A yaw/pitch/roll sensor (added to the buoy in April of 
2009) and albedo sensor adds to the ice-break up story in 2009 and the research team was 
in Barrow during part of 2010’s melt season to visually confirm break-up.  
Anomalously warm days (in the weeks prior to ice-off) were likely the cause of an 
earlier ice-off in 2008 than the other two summers. Average daily air temperatures for the 
days (late June – early July) leading up to an ice-free lake in 2008 ranged from 1°C to 
11°C and the maximum hourly air temperature recorded was 16.0°C on July 7. This was 
the greatest variability in temperature that the summer of 2008 experienced and the 
warmest temperature reached. Cooling at summer’s end occurred gradually in September, 
leading to an ice-freeze date of Sep. 30 in 2008. 
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In 2009, Emaiksoun Lake was considered ice-free three days later than in 2008. 
Fig. 13 shows ice thickness and surface (shortwave) albedo for late April through ice-off, 
July 10, in 2009. Lake ice thickness began to decline on April 26 when the water 
temperature rose 9.5°C. The ice thickness data during from late-April through May 
reflect changes in air temperature; Ta was fluctuating above and below freezing. Rapid 
ice melt began in June, and albedo dropped concurrently, when temperatures remained 
above freezing for summer. The linearity in the ice thickness timeseries from late May 
until complete ice-off is partially an artifact of assumptions made when determining ice 
thickness (not discussed here). 
The ice mainly melted from the top down as air warmed the surface but during the 
final melt the lake temperature data (not shown) showed under-ice warming of the water, 
by penetrating solar radiation, and this resulted in ice melting from the bottom up as well. 
The lake’s albedo decreases when a snowpack no longer covers the lake and as ice melts, 
changing its composition. The climate in June of 2009 was less warm than in 2008, but 
humid (monthly average of 96%). Dew point temperatures, on average, were within a 
degree of air temperature. It was also somewhat windier than normal in June, having a 
monthly average of 5.4 m s
-1
. These data suggest that wind-induced ice break-up and 
condensational heating hastened ice-off in 2009. The yaw/pitch/roll sensor recorded first 
buoy movement in early June (~6/4); significant motion (due to wind and moving ice 
chunks) began on July 3, and +/- 45° pitch values occurred July 5 – 7. From looking at 
water temperature profiles it is estimated that the lake froze over on Sep. 23 in 2009. 
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Figure 13. Ice thickness and lake surface albedo for the 2009 melt period. Rapid ice melt 
began in June, and albedo dropped concurrently, when temperatures remained above 
freezing for summer. The linearity in the ice thickness timeseries from late May until 
complete ice-off is partially an artifact of assumptions made when determining ice 
thickness (not discussed here). 
Emaiksoun Lake lost its ice for the 2010 summer on July 14. Our research team 
was in Barrow until July 10 of this year for fieldwork, unfortunately not witnessing the 
lake become completely ice-free. Fig. 14 displays snapshots taken of the lake near the 
end of its ice melt period. Photos taken on July 4 and 6 show that high solar radiation 
received at the lake such as on cloud free days results in significant ice melt. The June 30 
and July 8 photos illustrate what a foggy, cloudy day and a windy day, respectively, can 
look like at the lake. It is estimated that on July 14 in 2010 the lake was entirely ice-free. 
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Ice cover in 2010 possibly persisted until July 14 because of thicker ice over winter, 
compared to the previous winters. The lake froze over on Sep. 26. 
 
Figure 14. Photos from the 2010 thaw period for Emaiksoun Lake, taken from the north 
shore looking along the long axis of the lake and generally from the same vantage point. 
The progression of ice melt from July 4 to 6 and different weather conditions on June 30 
and July 8 are apparent. Noticeable ice melt between July 4 and July 6 was due to strong 
solar radiation. 
 In conclusion, for years 2008 – 10 Emaiksoun Lake lost its ice cover, or 
“cryospheric lid,” within the first two weeks of July (7/7/08; 7/10/09; 7/14/10). Ice-freeze 
dates, determined by water temperature data, were the last week in September (9/23/09; 
July 4, 2010 
July 6, 2010 July 8, 2010 
June 30, 2010 
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9/26/10; 9/30/08). From these data, a common “summer” period of July 14 – Sep. 23 (72 
days) is employed in this study when comparing across the three years. The length of ice-
free days for each year are 86 (yr. 2008), 76 (yr. 2009), and 75 (yr. 2010) days. Brewer’s 
[1958] study reported ice-freeze dates spanning Sep. 15 – 20 for six years at a nearby 
lake in Barrow, with the exception of one year freezing on Sep. 30.  
2.4.2 Climate of summers 2008 – 2010  
The common period identified encompasses all of August and most of July and 
September, warranting a discussion of the July – August – September (JAS) climate from 
2008 – 10. Monthly averages of the meteorological variables (Ta, RH, u, SW↓, LW↓) are 
shown in Table 1. Normal, or long-term (30 yr.) average, values for each summer month 
are provided in the table, from Shulski and Wendler [2007]. The long-term data are 
recorded at the Wiley Post – Will Rogers Memorial Airport (now referred to as 
“airport”). Unfortunately, normals for incoming shortwave (SW↓) and longwave (LW↓) 
radiation are not available.  
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Table 1. Average monthly meteorological conditions for summers 2008, 2009 and 2010; 
Ta is air temperature, RH is relative humidity, u is wind speed, SW↓ and LW↓ are 
incoming shortwave and longwave radiation, respectively. 
The airport microclimate can be different from that of a thaw lake or open tundra. 
All average monthly wind speeds (u) at Emaiksoun Lake are lower than the normal 
values observed at the airport. A 2-year (2008-09) summertime comparison of wind 
speed at the ARM and lake sites suggest that wind speed at the ARM site is greater than 
at the lake (analysis not shown). Data from 1998-2009 show that wind speeds at the 
airport are higher than at the ARM site, by an average of 1.2 m s
-1
 (analysis not shown), 
in recent years. It is unclear as to why these differences occur and it is not certain that 
airport u > ARM site (or open tundra) u > near lake u is “normal” considering differences 
in analysis periods and possible instrument differences. Despite possible microclimatic 
differences in wind speed acknowledged here, average wind speed for the Barrow region 
*Normal uses the 1971-2000 base period (Shulski and Wendler, 2007). 
na denotes when there is not available data. 
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is considered to be around 5 m s
-1
, as stated in Ch.1. According to Table 1, our lake-side 
meteorological station recorded wind speeds averaging 4.3 m s
-1
 during the JAS period.  
A more straightforward example of differences between airport observations and 
lake observations is with RH values. In general, RH in Barrow is high because of low air 
temperatures and proximity to the ocean.  But air over the lake is more humid than air 
over the airport due to greater moisture availability. Monthly averages of RH at 
Emaiksoun Lake for all three summers were near or greater than 90% (Table 1) and the 
2008 – 10 JAS average is 93%, while the airport JAS average RH is near 90%. 
Wind direction indicates where an air mass is coming from. In Barrow, ENE is 
the normal wind direction and it brings maritime air onshore. Southerly winds bring in 
warm, dry air from the inner coastal plain. Warm and cold air advection has a strong 
influence on energy balances [Lafleur and Rouse, 1995; Harazono et al., 1996]. A study 
conducted in July 1966 found average air temperatures as low as 2.7 °C with winds off 
the ocean and as high as 10.6 °C with southerly winds [Weaver, 1970]. Studies have 
found that the influence of advection on the energy balance is greater for small lakes and 
decreases by about 7% when lake size doubles [Bello and Smith, 1990].   
Wind speeds and directions for the three summers of focus (2008 – 10) are 
presented in Fig. 15 as a wind rose. The lake experienced a normal wind direction (ENE) 
on average, however periods of southerly and strong westerly winds were recorded. A 
discussion of these events and associated meteorology is saved for later, in the context of 
the lake’s energy balance. Energy balance studies conducted over arctic tundra have 
found that the partitioning of energy is strongly influenced by wind direction [Lafleur 
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and Rouse, 1988], and the influence of wind direction is greater over tundra than forest 
[Lafleur and Rouse, 1995].  
 
Figure 15. A frequency distribution of wind direction and speed, called a wind rose, 
displays that summers 2008 – 2010 (JAS) at the lake exhibited normal wind directions (E 
to ENE) and averaged a wind speed of 4.3 m/s. Data presented are hourly. Sustained 
wind speeds greater than 10 m s
-1
 have occurred. 
The JAS, or summertime, average air temperatures were 2.84, 4.28, and 5.15 °C 
in 2008, 2009, and 2010, respectively, at the lake. These are greater than the long-term 
(1971-2000) average of 2.65 °C recorded at the airport. All months’ mean air temperature 
presented in Table 1, except for Aug. 2008, was greater than the airport normal. The ice-
free period was longer in 2008 than in 2009 and 2010, which experienced much higher 
temperatures overall. Interestingly, temperatures in 2010 were 1.0, 3.4, and 2.8 °C greater 
Summer wind rose 
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in July, Aug., and Sep., respectfully, than in 2008. A longer open water period in 2008 is 
owed to a very warm late – June / early – July and gradual cooling through September. 
2008’s ice-free period is estimated to have been 11 days longer than in 2010. 
Temperature variability is driven by cloud cover, net radiation, and synoptic weather 
events, such as the passing of a front. Table 1 also shows that incoming SW radiation, 
which accounts for most of the variability in net radiation, varies most in July when the 
sun angle is high.  
In summary, JAS and monthly data for Emaiksoun Lake and long-term means for 
Barrow have been presented. The findings are in support of the discussion in Ch. 1 on the 
regional climate of Barrow and have introduced the reader to the summertime climate of 
Emaiksoun Lake for 2008 – 10. Comparing across months (for 2008 – 10) for all 
variables in Table 1 suggests that Sep. is the most consistent month (low interannual 
variability) with the exception of air temperature (Ta) in 2010. Air temperature exhibited 
the greatest pattern, having increased each year for nearly all summer months. Wind 
direction is usually normal (ENE). Monthly wind speed, RH, SW↓, and LW↓ are variable 
from year to year. Timeseries in the next section describe weekly variability in Ta, water 
temperature (Ts), wind speed, and RH before discussing Emaiksoun Lake’s weekly 
energy balance. 
2.4.3 Timeseries of meteorological variables for ice-free periods 
 The purpose of this section is to present timeseries of some of the meteorological 
data discussed in the last section and the methodology. They are meant to help the reader 
become more familiar with the lake’s measured variables that are used to calculate the 
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energy balance. Understanding the importance of water temperature, air temperature, 
relative humidity, and wind speed to the lake’s energy balance, particularly latent and 
sensible heat fluxes, is the goal of this section. The discussion of available energy for LE 
and H are saved for later sections that present energy balance results, and plots of 
radiation components are omitted here because a timeseries of net radiation is given in 
section 2.4.4 (with the presentation of energy balance results). 
 Fig. 16 shows timeseries of five-day running mean water and air temperatures and 
their difference. A lag time in the response of the lake to changes in air temperature is 
only a few days because the lake is quite shallow, having a mean depth of 1.89 m. Also, 
one water temperature is representative of the entire water column for Emaiksoun Lake 
during summer because of its shallowness and persistent winds keep the lake well mixed 
(i.e., isothermal). Gray bars on Fig. 16 show water temperature minus air temperature, or 
the vertical temperature gradient (ΔT). It is only on occasion that the air is warmer than 
the water (i.e., negative ΔT) and this never occurred in 2008’s five-day running means. 
The direction of ΔT determines the direction of heat transfer for sensible heat flux (H) 
between the lake and overlying atmosphere. The methodology section explains how H is 
quantified using the BREB method and sign convention is illustrated in Fig. 7 (e.g., H 
away from lake surface is positive). When looking at Fig. 16 it is noticeable that 2009 
and 2010 experienced greater day to day air temperature variability than did 2008. Air 
temperatures in 2009 were especially variable. During the ice-free period in 2008 the air 
warmed and cooled gradually, with the exception of a strong low pressure system off the 
coast in late July – early August. The storm resulted in a couple days of below freezing 
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averages and high winds. From mid-August, with the declining sun angle and length of 
day, air temperature shows a decreasing trend. However, September 2010 experienced a 
warm period that was succeeded with rapid cooling. 
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Figure 16. Timeseries of five-day running mean water and air temperatures show that the 
water is usually warmer than the air, and water temperature lags behind air temperature 
by a few days. The temperature difference (gray bars) between the water and air is a 
driver of sensible heat flux at the water-air interface. The length of the ice-free summers 
is noted on the plots. Dates of ice –off and –on were determined by analyzing primarily 
water temperature data. 
Arctic locations have high RH (~90%) because cool air holds less water vapor, 
and so the air reaches saturation or 100 percent RH sooner. In coastal locations, ample 
moisture is available from the ocean as well as the wet landscape. RH and air temperature 
data are needed to calculate the vapor pressure of the air, and it is a vertical vapor 
pressure gradient (Δe) that is needed in order to estimate latent heat flux (LE) from the 
lake (see methodology). The gradient is determined by subtracting the vapor pressure of 
the air from that of the lake. Energy from the microclimate is consumed when the lake is 
evaporating (cooling process) and released when water is condensing (warming 
processes) onto the lake. The lake is nearly always evaporating and the simplest way to 
get an idea of strong evaporation (E) events is to look at values of RH. Flux of latent heat 
will be discussed in later sections.  
Periods of low RH (i.e. RH < 90%), or dry air, can be thought of as periods of 
enhanced E. Fig. 17 presents a line graph of five-day running mean RH for each summer. 
It is noticeable that 2009 (red line) exhibits the most variability, however the daily 
minimum RH (daily RH values not shown) over the three summers occurred August 23, 
2008 (RH = 69%). This day significantly lowered 2008’s 5-day running mean RH values 
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from August 21 – 5. In 2009, however, multiple days of RH in the 70s and 80s caused the 
five-day running mean minimums seen in Fig. 17, such as around mid-July and early 
Aug. It is interesting to note that even though five-day mean drops in RH are greater in 
2009 than the 2008, the lowest daily RH occurred in 2008. RH in 2010 was lowest at 
summer’s end; the lake experienced RHs less than 85 percent for six days, as noted in the 
previous section, and this marked the year’s minimums on Fig. 17. 
 
Figure 17. Timeseries of relative humidity (RH), presented as five-day running means 
for each summer. These values range from ~80 to nearly 100 % and daily RH values (not 
shown) range from 69 to 100 %. 2009 was the most variable year for RH.  
 As previously mentioned, Alaska’s ACP rarely experiences calm conditions. This 
is supported by Fig. 18 that displays wind speed timeseries for each summer. The vertical 
gradients of temperature and vapor pressure, for H and LE respectively, are multiplied by 
wind speed hence wind speed enhances LE and H.  
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Figure 18. A bar chart of wind speed for each summer displays when peaks in wind 
speed occurred. The data are presented as five-day running means therefore it is slightly 
smoothed.   
In conclusion, when looking at LE and H it should be kept in mind that vertical 
gradients of vapor pressure and temperature, respectively, determine the direction of heat 
flux and wind speed enhances these fluxes. For example, high wind and dry air increases 
the E rate from the lake. This section showed timeseries of air and water temperatures, 
vertical temperature gradient, RH (but not vapor pressure gradient), and wind speed to 
aid in the analysis of energy balance results in the proceeding sections. In the next few 
sections, Emaiksoun Lake’s energy balance results are expressed on daily, weekly, and 
seasonal timescales. 
2.4.4 Daily energy balance 
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The components that make up net radiation are displayed in Fig. 19. Longwave 
(LW) and shortwave (SW) components are expressed in different blue and red patterned 
series, respectively, and net radiation (Rn) is a thick orange line. Many characteristics of 
the radiation budget are clear in Fig. 19. LW radiation emitted from the lake surface is 
usually greater than the LW incoming component, because the water surface is usually 
warmer than the air, resulting in negative net LW radiation. Including reflected LW just 
makes the net LW calculation slightly more negative as reflected LW remains just greater 
than zero throughout summer. Both reflected SW and LW radiation are small 
components of Rn because the SW and LW albedos of the lake surface are low. Reflected 
SW shows minimal increases during periods of high solar, or incoming SW, radiation. 
Incoming SW drives Rn, peaks in incoming SW coincide with drops in incoming LW, 
and the inverse is true. The decreasing trends in SW and Rn throughout summer are due 
to the decreasing sun angle, and SW and Rn are especially similar towards summer’s end 
when net LW is less negative. Variability in net SW (and thus Rn) is controlled primarily 
by changes in cloud cover, where increased cloud cover results in decreased net SW and 
increased net LW. 
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 Daily radiation components 
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Figure 19. Timeseries of daily average radiation components for each ice-free period 
similarly show that net longwave (LW) radiation is negative because emitted LW + 
reflected LW exceeds incoming LW, net shortwave (SW) and net radiation are driven by 
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incoming SW (i.e., solar), and both reflected SW and LW are very small components. It 
is also apparent that solar and net radiation are quite variable, and decrease throughout 
summer as sun angle decreases. 
 The frequency of the daily heat fluxes (Rn, S, LE, H) for all ice-free days (n = 
237) is plotted in Fig. 20. The scale on the x-axis is the same for Rn, LE, and H but not 
for S, which required greater bin sizes because ∆T of the lake can be large from day to 
day. Rn has a strong positive skew due to the combined influence of solar and LW 
radiation. The shape of the distribution is similar to that of net SW, but slightly smoothed 
because net LW is skewed negative. Nearly 70 percent of daily Rn values at Emaiksoun 
Lake are between >0 and 90 W m
-2
, and less than 5 percent of the time Rn is zero or 
negative. The remaining 25 percent of Rn value ranged from >90 to nearly 240 W m
-2
. 
Hourly data (not shown) recorded Rn and net SW as great as 587 and 657 W m
-2
, 
respectively, and maximum and minimum net LW of 16 and -123 W m
-2
, respectively.  
The heat storage term, S (S = Sw + Ss) is not skewed rather it’s normally distributed with 
a slightly positive mean value. This is due to net heating of the lake sediments over the 
course of the summer (see Fig. 9). LE and H are also normally distributed, but with 
larger, positive mean values. These magnitudes are usually constrained by the amount of 
energy available (Rn – S) for evaporative and sensible cooling of the lake (i.e., energy 
consuming processes). The majority of both LE and H values fall between >0 and 60 W 
m
-2
. Daily average LE is nearly 10 W m
-2
 greater than it is for H; daily average LE and H 
is 33.8 and 25.2 W m
-2
, respectively. It is also seen in Fig. 20 that there is a greater 
frequency of negative H fluxes than LE. 
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Figure 20. Frequency histograms of the daily energy balance components over the 
entirety of the three ice-free summers (2008-10; 237 daily values). Bars colored red, 
yellow, blue, and green are net radiation, heat storage rate (of lake and sediments), latent 
heat flux, and sensible heat flux, respectively. 
Frequency histograms of daily E rates and Bowen ratios (B = H / LE) are shown 
in Fig. 21. A simple conversion was applied to LE to present it as an E rate in millimeters 
per day, or mm d
-1
. It was found that over the three summers studied Emaiksoun Lake 
Histogram of daily values 
S  
Heat flux (W m
-2
) Heat flux (W m
-2
) 
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had an average evaporation rate of 1.2 mm d
-1
, nearly twice the JAS mean precipitation 
rate of 0.7 mm d
-1
. The E rates (top plot) are normally distributed and strongly skewed 
positive, with a standard deviation of 1.1 mm d
-1
 and maximum E rate of 5.6 mm d
-1
. E 
rates significantly higher than the average were not uncommon. Consecutive days had 
rates greater than 3.5 mm d
-1
 of evaporation each summer and maximum daily rates were 
5.6, 5.1, and 4.5 mm d
-1
 in 2008, 2009, and 2010, respectively.  Lower rates occurred 
toward the end of summer as solar radiation decreased, and were often less than 1 mm d
-
1
. Every summer experienced condensation events (negative E values), which usually 
lasted for two days and always occurred right after ice-off when the lake is very cold.  
The frequency histogram of B in Fig. 21 shows that 60 percent of the sensible-to-
latent heat flux ratios were positive and less than one. Average B for all ice-free days at 
the lake was 0.82, indicating that LE is greater than H, but not much greater. This will be 
evident when we look at the weekly timeseries of the energy balance in the next section. 
An average B of less than one supports that E is the dominating physical process 
occurring in thermokarst lake environments during summer. Bowen ratio is negative 
when air that is dry and warmer than the lake, such as from the inner coastal plain to the 
south, enables sensible warming of the lake (H<0) and E persists (LE>0).   
In summary, the lake cools via evaporation more than sensible loss of heat, 
having an average Bowen ratio of 0.82 (over three ice-free periods). The average 
evaporation rate for the ice-free periods of 2008 – 10 was 1.2 mm day-1. While this seems 
low, it is almost twice the JAS precipitation rate of 0.7 mm day
-1
 and, as such, lake 
evaporation is important to regional water cycling and the water balance of the landscape 
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in northern Alaska. Climatic conditions that enable high evaporation rates – two or three 
times the 1.2 mm day
-1 
average – are discussed next. 
 
 
Figure 21. Percent frequency histograms of daily evaporation rates and Bowen ratios for 
the ice-free summers studied (2008-2010; 237 days). The maximum and mean 
evaporation rates found are 5.6 and 1.2 mm d
-1
, respectively. Mean Bowen ratio is 0.82, 
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supporting that latent heat flux is greater than sensible heat flux. Negative evaporation 
rates are indicative of condensation events over the lake.  
2.4.5 Weekly energy balance   
Roughly fifteen five-day weeks, or 79 days, was the average length of the ice-free 
period during this three-year study. Fig. 22 displays weekly (i.e., five-day running mean) 
timeseries of the energy balance for each summer to capture short-term variability and 
seasonal patterns. Left panels show Rn (solid line) and S (hatched line), and right panels 
show LE (gray bars) and H (solid line). The short-term variability in the energy balance is 
associated with changes in meteorological conditions (e.g., wind events, cold fronts), and 
Rn – S yields the amount of energy available for LE and H. Variations in solar radiation 
reaching the surface are controlled by mainly cloud cover and this accounts for the Rn 
variations in Fig. 22. Beginning in roughly mid-summer a decreasing trend in Rn due to a 
lowering sun angle is evident. In general, LE and H increase or decrease concurrently, 
and LE (gray bar) is greater than H (line). Average B for the ice-free periods is 0.82; 
variability in B was discussed in the last section using Fig. 21. Across all years, as fluxes 
in H and LE change the rate of heat storage (hatched line) reflects these changes in heat 
transfer; when LE and H are high, S is low because the turbulent fluxes utilize heat stored 
in the lake. This is most noticeable during synoptic weather events because enhanced 
wind augments LE and H, facilitating the loss of heat from the lake. 
This study has captured the transfers of energy that occur immediately after a 
thaw lake has lost its ice cover. The lake surface may warm slightly from condensation, 
gains large amounts of heat from absorption of net radiation (i.e., high insolation), and 
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then begins to evaporate water at some of its highest rates of the summer. The period 
following ice-off in 2008 and 2009 were similar, while 2010 showed marked differences. 
In 2008 and 2009, immediately after the lake loses its ice and warms, the first “pulse” of 
LE and H are enabled by days of strong ΔT and relatively dry air. During both years, a 
strong ΔT resulted from a decreasing air temperature trend and high net radiation 
warming the lake. Please refer to Figs. 16, 17, and 18 to see timeseries of ΔT, RH, and 
wind speed. After ice-off in 2010, on the other hand, the lake did not exhibit a period of 
LE and H like the other years. The ice-free period began with a five-day average RH of 
97 percent and lower wind speeds. Also unlike the previous summers, increasing S values 
in the five-day running means (shown in Fig. 22) indicate that lake warming was 
relatively gradual after ice-off. The prolonged period of time that the lake was absorbing 
energy to raise its temperature (which was a few degrees cooler than in ’08 and ’09 at 
ice-off; see Fig. 16), and the unfavorable weather conditions delayed the occurrence of 
high E rates. It is important to remember that much of the available energy immediately 
following ice-off in 2008 and 2009 also went into lake warming, however the signal is 
dampened in their five-day running means of S. A unique story can be told for each year 
as its ice-free period progresses.  
The greatest “pulse” LE and H in 2008 was enabled by a strong low pressure 
system off the coast in late July – early August. The National Climatic Data Center 
(NCDC) reported a 980 mb low pressure center in the southern Beaufort Sea from July 
29 – August 1. Barometric pressure data collected near Emaiksoun Lake during this time 
averaged 997 mb. Winds were out of the west and reached a 10-second wind gust speed 
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of 20 m s
-1
 on July 30 and there were a couple days of below freezing air temperatures. 
This storm resulted in the highest daily E rate of all three summers (5.6 mm d
-1
 on July 
29). Although, this daily maximum LE on July 29, 2008 is smoothed out in Fig. 22 
because LE was quite variable during the days surrounding July 29; E rates ranged from 
0.99 to 5.6 mm day
-1
 from July 27 – 31. Summer of 2008 also had the lowest daily RH 
value (69% on Aug. 23) due to a strong southerly wind, but in Fig. 17 it is reflected, like 
the LE timeseries in Fig. 22, that 2009 experienced the lowest RH over the three 
summers when the values are averaged across five days. It is interesting that 2008 may 
have lacked “pulses” of LE and H compared to the other summers, with the exception of 
the late July storm, but experienced the highest LE and lowest RH (but not on the same 
day) out of the three summers studied. 
An extended period of high LE in 2009, which occurred immediately after ice-off 
lent to this year having the greatest five-day running mean fluxes of LE out of all three 
summers studied. They were higher than 2008’s first episode of LE because wind speeds 
were higher and RH was lower (e.g. < 80% on July 13-14). Emaiksoun Lake’s “warm-
up” period after ice-off in 2009 was quick and then the lake began to rapidly evaporate 
and sensibly heat the overlying air. On July 14 ∆e was 0.08 kPa and the next day, July 15, 
∆e had changed to 0.50 kPa – a change in ∆e of 0.4 kPa over the course of one day. Over 
the same period, ∆T changed by 7 °C (∆T went from -3.25 °C to 3.84 °C). The lake had 
eight consecutive days with daily E rates between 2.6 and 5.1 mm d
-1
, four of which 
sustained 4.0 mm day
-1
. These turbulent fluxes were the highest for 2009’s ice-free 
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period. Although this year did experience another significant “pulse” of LE and H 
following the initial fluxes immediately after ice-off. 
Negative LE, or condensation, on the lake and sensible warming (Ta > Ts) was 
strong in 2009 upon ice-off and is noticeable as LE < 0 and H < 0 on the timeseries in 
Fig. 22. Two other condensation events, in 2010, were strong enough to show up in the 
five-day running means of LE and H. Condensational and sensible heating of the lake 
after ice-off each summer did occur though, and is apparent as negative values of LE and 
H in the daily energy balance histogram (Fig. 20). Condensation is represented in Fig. 21 
as negative E. 
In section 2.4.3 it was discussed that the summer of 2009 exhibited high 
meteorological variability. When comparing the three ice-free periods shown in Fig. 22, 
changes in the turbulent fluxes in 2009, especially in H, are sharper than in the other 
years and are often followed with a brief period of sensible warming (H < 0) of the lake. 
These H fluctuations are in response to rapid changes in air temperature (see Fig. 16). 
Throughout all of the 2009 ice-free period, air temperature would quickly increase to 
effectively eliminate a positive ∆T between the lake and air for a short time. Then, once 
Tw fully responded (i.e., the lake warmed) the air temperature quickly decreased and a 
very strong ∆T ensued causing a sharp change from negative H to very positive H. For 
nearly the entire ice-free period in 2009 the overlying air temperature went up and down, 
and the lake responded with strong drops in H and then “pulses” in H once the lake 
warmed. The response shown in LE to a greater air temperature is to immediately 
enhance, however, evaporation is energy-limited while the lake is consuming much of the 
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available energy for warming. Once ∆T is reestablished the evaporation rate increases 
again, with the strong flux of sensible heat. The immediate response of the lake via LE 
results from RH fluctuating with the changes in Ta (e.g., RH decreases when Ta increases, 
and then LE increases). During the week of Aug. 18 – 23 in 2009 the lake experienced 
high LE compared to H because of a strong southerly wind bringing warm, dry air to the 
coast.  
In 2010 the lake had to overcome cooler initial water temperatures (than in ’08 
and ’09) and a rapidly increasing Ta before it could establish a decent ∆T for H. This took 
nearly two weeks (see Fig. 16) and, during which, RH lowered as quick as air 
temperature rose. Then, the lake’s LE remained >> H for almost two weeks. Shortly after 
this, at the beginning of the second week in August, a cold front passed through, during 
which the lake was pretty warm. Air temperature quickly dropped and winds increased as 
the front passed. In Fig. 22 this event is seen as a maximum in both LE and H and a 
minimum in S for 2010. There is a dip in Rn that is likely due to cloud cover associated 
with the front, and much of the energy used during this “pulse” of LE and H was 
provided by the lake (S term). This is usually the situation when the weather rapidly 
changes; a sharp dip in S is also clear during the 2008 storm in late – July.  
Each ice-free period exhibited a final “pulse” of LE and H right before ice-on, 
which occurred as net radiation went to zero. The fluxes are largest in 2010 because a 
storm off the coast of Barrow sent high winds over the ACP and RH was dropping over 
an extended period of time (Emaiksoun Lake data; see Fig. 17). On Sep. 25 the daily 
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average wind speed near the lake was 9.2 m s
-1
 and the low pressure system had 
deepened to 990 mb [NCDC, 2010].  
 
 
Figure 22. The ice-free periods in 2008, 2009, and 2010 for Emaiksoun Lake were July 
7–Sep. 30 (86 days), July 10–Sep. 23 (76 days), and July 14–Sep. 26 (75 days), 
respectively. The timeseries above show five-day running mean energy balance 
components for each year’s ice-free period. The short-term (~weekly) variability in the 
energy balance is associated with changes in meteorological conditions (e.g., wind 
5-day running mean energy balance 
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events, cold fronts). Rn decreases throughout the summer as the sun angle decreases and 
around mid-Aug. the daily variability in Rn lessens. 
Lake evaporation that occurred from immediately after ice-off in July until freeze-
over in September was summed for each year to yield the total E for the ice-free periods. 
These totals, along with total E for a common “summer” period (July 14 – Sep. 23) are 
presented in Table 2. Using the 72-day common period excluded fourteen ice-free days of 
measurements in 2008, while four and three days were excluded in 2009 and 2010, 
respectively. Comparison of the three “summer” periods shows a 24 percent higher 
evaporation rate during 2009, as compared to 2008 and 2010 (due primarily to stronger 
winds and lower relative humidity). However, a 14 percent longer ice-free season in 2008 
resulted in about 10 cm of total summer evaporation, which is nearly identical to that for 
2009. Despite warm water temperatures in 2010, a late ice-off and warm, humid air led to 
16 percent lower total evaporation (~8.3 cm) than in 2008 and 2009. 
The common period is bound by 2010’s ice-off date and 2009’s ice-on date. 
Cumulative evaporation in 2009 is greater for the shorter common “summer” because the 
first few days of condensation on the lake after ice-off was not included. In 2010, 
Emaiksoun Lake was evaporating at above-average rates during the last few days of its 
ice-free period and this was not captured in the “summer” E totals, resulting in roughly 
five millimeters less evaporation included in the year’s comparative “summer.” 
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Table 2. Total evaporation rates for a common “summer” period (July 14 – Sep. 23) and 
for the duration of each year’s ice-free period. Cumulative evaporation for the ice-free 
period is comparable in 2008 and 2009, owing to the influence of ice duration, wind 
speed, and humidity. 
2.4.6 Seasonal energy balance  
 Fig. 23 displays a three-year mean energy balance for the common “summer.” 
The length of this season averaged about two and a half months of the year, which was 
roughly early July through late September. Fig. 23 is a great representation of the average 
values of the energy balance components for the three years studied, which are 64.8, 
34.5, 26.2, 12.0, and -8.0 W m
-2
 for Rn, LE, H, Ss, and Sw, respectively. Total S (Sw + Ss) 
is 4.1 W m
-2
 and is a slightly positive value because of the transfer of heat from the water 
to underlying sediments. Seasonally, LE and H consume 53.3 and 40.4 percent of Rn, 
respectively, while only 6.3 percent of Rn is used to heat the lake and underlying 
sediments. Available energy (Rn - Sw) for LE, H, and Ss over the season averages 72.8 W 
m
-2
. An average of 16.5 percent of available energy was utilized to warm sediments 
beneath the lake.  
Total evaporation (cumulative) 
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Figure 23. Mean summertime energy balance (July 14 – Sept. 23) for the three-year 
study period. Total lake heat storage (Ss + Sw) is small, indicating that most of the energy 
from net radiation goes into latent (~53%) and sensible (~40%) heat flux. 
The seasonal mean B ratio taken simply as the ratio of H to LE (from the values 
shown in Fig. 23) or calculated using the seasonal mean U(ΔT) and U(Δe) yields the 
same value of 0.76. This is lower than both the average daily B over all ice-free days for 
the three years (n = 237 days; see Fig. 20), which is 0.82, and the average daily B over 
the common “summer” period for the three years (n = 216), which is 0.80. Overall, LE is 
greater than H over the three ice-free periods studied and the common “summer” period 
analysis for the three years. 
The low value for Sw in Fig. 23 was expected because the change in water 
temperature from when this common “summer” begins and ends should be near zero due 
to this period being roughly bound by when the lake loses its ice in July and then freezes 
over in September (i.e., water temperature is near 0 °C at ice –off and –on thus ΔT is near 
0). The Sw in Fig. 23 is not exactly zero though because it is a three-year average of the 
Mean energy balance (2008-10) 
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common “summer” and the lake did not lose and gain its ice on exactly the same dates 
each year.  
2.4.7 Interannual energy balance variability   
A seasonal average was computed for the common “summer” period for the 
meteorological variables (Ta, RH, wind speed), energy balance components (Rn, Sw, Ss, 
LE, H), Bowen ratio, water temperature, and lake E rate. These averages, 3-year 
“summer” averages, and seasonal anomalies, based off the 3-year average of that 
variable, are displayed in Table 3. When comparing these averages we must keep in mind 
how the common time period compares to the ice-off and –on dates for a given year. For 
example, we expect the seasonal magnitude of Sw to be close to zero each summer as 
previously discussed. However, the Sw values shown in Table 3 for 2008 and 2009 are 
negatively skewed. This is because the days of rapid lake warming following ice-off were 
not captured in the common “summer” for these years. While in 2010, the “summer” Sw 
is closer to zero and positive because the common period includes the days immediately 
after ice-off for this year and leaves out three days of lake cooling leading up to ice-on in 
September.  
Seasonal anomalies for the meteorological variables in Table 3 (Ta, Tw, RH, U) 
show that 2008 and 2010 were generally the anomalously low and high years, 
respectively. Air temperature, water temperature, and net radiation all increased from one 
“summer” to the next. RH and wind speed was lower and higher, respectively, than the 3-
year mean in 2009. Consequently, the average LE and E rate was highest this year having 
values of 39.7 W m
-2
 and 1.39 mm d
-1
, respectfully. This E rate is 23 percent higher than 
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the 3-year average of 1.2 mm d
-1
. In 2010 the E rate and turbulent fluxes were lowest. In 
2008, H was 14 percent higher than the other summers, as a result of a 41 percent higher 
ΔT. The strong average ΔT and relatively high RH resulted in a 23percent higher Bowen 
ratio in 2008. Looking back at Fig. 22 it can be seen that 2009 and 2010 consistently 
exhibited a greater LE than H, whereas 2008 had multiple occasions of very close H and 
LE values. Also, on a five-day running mean timescale, H was never negative in 2008.  
Both Sw and Ss appear to be anomalously low in 2008, however, these marked 
differences between years in Table 3 is a result of the common averaging period. This is 
especially true for 2008 because its ice-free period was around ten days longer than the 
other years; therefore, ten days of 2008’s ice-free period is not captured in the timeframe 
of the common period. The entire first week of sediment warming in 2008 is not captured 
in Table 3, and it is during this time that sediments beneath the lake warm most rapidly 
(see Fig. 9). Aside from the influence of the averaging period, quantities presented in 
Table 3 were useful to evaluate the differences and similarities in the meteorological 
variables, energy balance results and evaporation rates from one year to the next.  
 
 
 
 
  
 
Table 3. Summer means, 3-year averages, and seasonal anomalies of the meteorological variables (shaded orange), energy balance 
components (shaded gray; also plotted in Fig. 17), and evaporation rate (shaded green) for Emaiksoun Lake. Means for a common 
period (July 14 – Sept. 23) is presented in order to accurately compare years.
Mean summer conditions (July 14 – Sept. 23) 
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Summary 
Emaiksoun Lake is a thermokarst lake that is located atop continuous permafrost 
near the coast of Barrow, Alaska, with an area of 186-ha and mean depth of 1.9 m. A 
three-year summertime study of the lake’s energy balance via the Bowen ratio – energy 
balance method was achieved. An analysis of the energy balance was conducted on 
interannual, seasonal, and weekly timescales, and evaporation rates were reported for the 
ice-free periods and a common “summer” period that was determined. Additional results 
included in this thesis are mass-transfer coefficients for LE and H, springtime ice 
thickness and albedo of the lake surface in 2009, and water temperature and energy 
balance data calculated using a mixed-layer model.   
In situ data from this study suggests than an average ice-free duration for 2008-
2010 was 79 days. An average cumulative amount of evaporation during this ice-free 
length is estimated to be 9.5 cm. This is based off the average evaporation rate that was 
estimated to be 1.2 mm d
-1
 in this study; this was estimated by averaging across a 
common 72-day period that was referred to as “summer” in this study.  The “summer” 
season energy balance results are that available energy for LE, H, and Ss averages 73 W 
m
-2
 and 17 percent of this energy goes into heating the underlying sediments while the 
rest is utilized by the turbulent fluxes. Latent and sensible heat fluxes consume 53 and 40 
percent of net radiation received at the surface, respectively. The seasonal mean Bowen 
ratio is 0.76. Previous studies have already found that evaporation uses the majority of 
available energy in the environment of shallow Arctic lakes [e.g., Bello and Smith, 1990; 
Boudreau and Rouse, 1995] and that evaporation exceeds precipitation during above 
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freezing months in arctic tundra environments [e.g., Mendez et al., 1998; Bowling et al., 
2003]. For this study, the average lake evaporation rate (1.2 mm d
-1
) is nearly twice the 
normal JAS precipitation rate of 0.7 mm d
-1
 [Shulski and Wendler, 2007]. 
Each ice-free period experienced a storm, frontal passage, or high wind event that 
resulted in significant heat loss from the lake that went into the turbulent fluxes. These 
events are episodic and most pronounced throughout the first half of the summer. In late 
summer the fluxes are less variable because solar radiation, temperature, and thus heat 
storage rate of the lake, are decreasing (i.e., less available energy for LE and H). Years 
2008 and 2009 experienced a quicker warm-up period after ice-off than in 2010, where 
the period of lake warming was prolonged by a dramatic increase in air temperature. 
Each summer exhibited a unique energy balance on a weekly timescale, driven by 
changes in air temperature, relative humidity, and wind speed. Short-term similarities 
between years are the warm-up period after ice-off and a small “pulse” of LE and H right 
before the lake refroze. A decreasing trend in net radiation as summer progressed each 
year is the only seasonal energy balance trend found. The duration of the ice-free period 
each year was 86, 76, and 75 days for 2008, 2009, and 2010, respectively.  
Comparison of the three “summer” periods showed a 24 percent higher 
evaporation rate during 2009, which was enabled by dry air and strong winds, as 
compared to 2008 and 2010. However, a 14 percent longer ice-free season in 2008 
resulted in about 10 cm of total summer evaporation, which is nearly identical to that for 
2009’s ice-free period. A late ice-off and warm, humid air led to 16 percent lower total 
evaporation for 2010 than in 2008 and 2009, and the duration of the ice-free periods in 
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2009 and 2010 only differed by one day. These results elude that total evaporation over 
an ice-free period is controlled by ice duration, humidity, and wind speed. Wind direction 
is also important. The normal wind direction in Barrow is ENE but shifts to southerly or 
westerly increases evaporation because southerly winds bring dry air from inland and 
westerly winds are usually strong and associated with storms. 
Future works following this study are to analyze the hourly energy balance, 
estimate lake evaporation using other methods such as Priestley-Taylor, and utilize the 
mass-transfer coefficients from this study on similar lakes. Additionally, the mixed-layer 
energy balance model can be employed to explore the influence of changing input 
parameters on a thaw lake’s energy balance, evaporation rate, and duration of open water. 
The model can be run for different climate change scenarios such as earlier ice-off dates 
and warmer initial water temperatures.  
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